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We’ve been dishing out our new boarding bucks reward scheme
this week for all manner of good deed done in Peel during
evenings and weekends. Congratulations to Somto N and Irene
who lead the way with $7 each this week. As to what they can
be exchanged for, the information can be found on the prize
wall in the Prep room. Well done!

Further boarding hijinks in the news now, as we held our Annual ‘Kitchen
Essentials’ Fashion show and contest. With 20 mins, a team of dressers, and bin
bags, kitchen roll, rubber gloves, sponges, cloths, pegs, tin foil and baking paper as
material, we certainly saw some interesting looks! Prizes for the team behind
Georgia’s
rather
fantastic head dress
for the Most Weather
Appropriate
outfit,
although
Harry’s
team won for Overall
Best Dressed.

The Hoodies are here, the
hoodies are here! Just in
case you haven’t picked
yours up, please see Mr
Brooks
at
break
or
lunchtimes to collect.

Looking for some Christmas
excitement? Why not head
into
Wymondham
on
Saturday 7th December for
the
‘Wynterfest’.
Being
organised and run by an exPeel and College student,
Suzie
H,
we
highly
recommend this annual,
local
Christmas
extravaganza.

With Formal fast approaching,
could we ask once more for any
fairy lights to borrow to help
make it look extra magical? It’s
all coming together now, and the
help provided already has been
greatly appreciated! Along with
this, next weekend will be an
opportunity to pick, decorate and
create a blank mask (if you’ve
opted out of getting your own!)
so be ready with
some designs for a
chance to win the
highly
coveted
(probably)
‘Best
Mask’ award
- Mr Hoskins

Well done to Ophelia T in Year 7, who earnt her Bronze points award
this week. Certificate and perk points on their way to you in due
course.
Otherwise, well done to all of the following for a tremendous
numbers of points earnt this week. Maisy L (+45), Ronnie R (+35), and
then Mason, Ryan B, Belle B, Lucie G, AJ, Maya LW, Billy McN, Georgia
P, Harry T and Luke W (+30 each). A tremendous points tally for Peel!
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